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Introduction

Participants:

v Forty-eight participants were recruited from Trinity College

v Their age ranged from 18 to 23

v27 identified as women and 19 identified as men and 2 preferred not to respond

Measurements:

Procedure:

v Empathy has been defined as the capacity to understand and feel the
internal states of others, argued to be a malleable skill which can be learned
and developed through experience- or expression-based approaches1.

v In contexts of group segregations and conflict in which direct contact is
not feasible, different art forms are promising alternatives
in increasing empathy towards outgroup members through indirect
contact to their perspective2, 3 .

v Brain areas involved in affective empathy and emotional processing are
neurologically activated during fiction reading but not during non-fiction4.

v Literary fiction is an experience-based approach shown to improve
understandings of other people’s feelings and perspectives1 .

v Literary fiction focuses on aesthetic qualities and character development,
increasing people’s abilities to infer mental states more than popular fiction,
which is more concerned with topic and plot5 .

v Emotional transportability has been suggested as the central mechanism
through which literary fiction impacts people’s abilities to empathize
emotionally 6 .

v Emotional transportability is defined as ‘the act of becoming cognitively,
emotionally, and imaginatively immersed in a story’, in a state of detachment
from the external world7 and can be manipulated through transportation-
enhancing conditions8,9 .

v The current study aimed to expose participants to different pieces of literary
fiction to investigate if increasing transportability into a story from the
perspective of a black individual would increase empathy towards outgroup
in comparison to a story from a white perspective

v Based on the literature, we manipulated transportability into the story by
increasing familiarity to its cultural context 9 .

v Chart 1: the story itself increased transportability more than the manipulation.
This might be because the passage from the underground railroad is more
emotionally evocative, increasing transportability into the story more than the
manipulation.

v Chart 2: Group C scored higher on the SST possibly because of previous
exposure to the story, which provides them with even more contextual
information than participants in the experimental groups.

v They might also be attributed to the closer identification with the reality of a
white man in the 1920s NYC than with a slave before the Civil War.

v Chart 3: higher emotional transportation correlated with higher levels of
empathy across all groups. Perhaps groups A and B were more transported into
the story through the emotional aspect of it, and group C through their previous
familiarity with the context of the protagonist.

Limitations:

v Participants were recruited from a limited pool of Trinity College students which
reduces the generability of results.

v This study was conducted through an online platform with digitalized versions of
the physical books in an environment of their choice. This influences the reading
experience, and we have no way of controlling for environment

vWhile we used 10-page passages from each piece, previous studies have
suggested that exposure to the whole piece and long-term exposure to fiction
are more effective in increasing empathy.

Conclusion:

To our knowledge, this was the first study to manipulate transportability while
comparing exposure to two pieces of literary fiction from contrasting perspectives.
Results showed that higher emotional transportability correlated with empathy
towards outgroup members but more work is needed to determine the role of
different manipulations and perspectives in inducing empathy.
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Manipulating	transportability	into	a	literary	fiction	passage	
portraying	the	perspective	of	a	marginalized	group	will	increase	

empathy	towards	out-group	members.	

Results
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Figure	2:	Effect	of	Group	on	subscales	of	the	Short	Story	Task.	

Figure	1:	Effect	of	group	on	Emotion	Transportation	Scale.	

Figure	3:	Correlation	between	Emotion	Transportation	Scale	and	Interpersonal	Reactivity	Index.	
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A univariate ANOVA revealed a significant effect of group on the emotion
transportation scale (ETS), F(2,45) = 4.61, p = .02. Post-hoc comparisons revealed that
Groups A and B both scored significantly higher than Group C, ps < .04.

There was a significant effect of group on the explicit mental inference (EMI) subsection
of the Short Story Task (SST), F(2,45) = .4.830, p = .01. Group A scored significantly lower
than both Groups B and C, Ps < .05. No significant effect of group was found on
the comprehension subsection, F(2,45) = .866, p = .43, nor on the Spontaneous Mental
Inference (SMI) subsection, F(2,45) = .749, p = .48.

There	was a strong	positive	correlation	between the	ETS ad	the	IRI	total scores, r(47),	
p =	.001.
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